Candidate Term Form

1. Please complete all parts and return entire form

Candidate Term: shell-tempered
Hierarchy: Attributes and Properties
Submitting Organization: Minnesota Historical Society
Contact Person: Nancy Hoffman Date: 11/01/2004

2. Associated Term Information

Broader Term: < fabrication attributes: ceramics>
Scope Note: Describes ceramics or objects of ceramic fashioned from a mixture of clay and crushed shell.

British Equivalent: (none)
Use for Terms: (none)
Related Terms: ceramic, ceramics, grit-tempered
Comments: 

3. Supporting Documentation

Please cite any documentation that supports the requested term; attach photocopy of page on which the term was found and the title and copyright pages of each source.

Bibliographic Sources:

Author/Title: Jennings, Jesse D., “Ancient North Americans” (1978)

Exact Form of the Term Found in Source: shell-tempered Page(s): 585

Author/Title: Griffin, James B., “Archaeology of the Eastern United States” (1952)

Exact Form of the Term Found in Source: shell-tempered Page(s): 68

Author/Title: Ellis, Peter, “North Leigh Roman Villa, Oxfordshire” in Britannia, Vol. 30 (1999), 196-246

Exact Form of the Term Found in Source: shell-tempered Page(s): 216
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